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Intensional Theory of Granular Computing�Vil�em Nov�akUniversity of OstravaInstitute for Researh and Appliations of Fuzzy Modeling30. dubna 22,701 03 Ostrava 1, Czeh RepubliOtober 25, 2001AbstratThis paper presents a new idea how the onept of granule an be modeled in formal fuzzy logi.The basi mathematial theory is fuzzy logi in narrow sense with evaluated syntax, whih is basedon  Lukasiewiz algebra of truth values extended by the produt. We have introdued the oneptsof intension and extension of granules, internal and external operations on them, various kinds ofrelations, motion of granules, and others. The paper also outlines onstrution of some importantexamples of granules. At its end, we also introdue a more omplex onept of assoiation, whih isformed of granules of various kinds.Keywords: Fuzzy logi in narrow sense, evaluated syntax, intension, extension.1 IntrodutionThis paper is an introdutory paper, whih presents a new idea how the onept of granule an be modeledand how the theory of omputing with granules an be developed in fuzzy logi. From the formal pointof view, granules form spei� parts of fuzzy theories. A lot of operations with granules an be de�nedand relations among them an be studied. This opens an extensive area for researh and, hopingly, putsforward an interesting way for utilization of formal logial means to modeling of phenomena, whih tillnow have been out of reah of logi at all.The term granular omputing has been introdued by L. A. Zadeh. Let us quote him from [14℄:The granule is a lump of elements drawn together by indistinguishability, similarity, proximityor funtionality.Example of granules (from Zadeh):� nose, heeks, hin, forehead (human fae),� young, middle aged, old (age),� hot, very hot, mild, very mild (spieness),� relevant, very relevant, moderately relevant (relevane).We argue that the granularity onept annot be studied without onsidering properties of objets.These enable us to obtain the above mentioned lumps of objets forming the granules. However, theobjets are enountered in some spei� world (situation, ontext). On the formal level, we an speakabout a a model of some formal theory. It is onvenient to use the term \possible world" instead of\model". Then, from our point of view, granules in Zadeh's oneption are possible interpretations ofproperties of objets in possible worlds and one property may be realized in a wide lass of them. Hene,one property leads, in general, to various granules of the same harater in various possible worlds.Let us onsider some other examples supporting our onept:�This paper has been supported by the Grant A1187901/99 of the GA AV �CR and projet W-00-016 of the Cz-USsienti� ooperation. 2



� The surfae of Sun | it has granular struture (granules are, in fat, large swirls of hot gas havinga very ompliated physial struture).� Nation | this is a granule onsisting of people, whih an be distinguished by ommon language,ommon ultural bakground (eduation, training, et.), ommon anestors and relatives, ommonphysiologial features, et.� Fuzzy number | this is a typial granule, whih is determined by the property \to be similar tothe given number", for example \approximately 5", \roughly 200", et.How an we reognize that two granules are essentially the same? Consider, for example two granuleson the surfae of Sun, two nations, et. From one sie, they are di�erent phenomena. On the otherhand, they have the same harater, whih means that they share the same properties. We enounter thesubstantial priniple, on the basis of whih a given property forms lumps of objets in various models.We argue that not the elements themselves, but their properties determine the membership in the granule.In other words, the elements forming a granule share the same properties, whih make us possible toidentify the granule in onern.Essential harateristis of most granules is their unsharpness | they are delineated vaguely. Thisis apparent, e.g. from the photography of the Sun surfae, but also from the other examples. Sinelassial prediate logi has no means to model the vagueness phenomenon, it is insuÆient for a propermathematial theory of granularity. We must �nd other tool how to haraterize both vagueness of theproperty as well as vagueness of the lumps of objets having it (in some model). On the other hand,lassial logi is an essential mathematial theory, whih has been veri�ed on many ases. We shouldhave at disposal a mathematial theory preserving all the good from lassial logi but generalize it in anontrivial way.The noble mathematial theory eligible to ful�l this task and, at the same time, already suÆientlydeveloped, is fuzzy logi in narrow sense with evaluated syntax (FLn). This has been extensively presentedin [9℄. Its onept of evaluated formula seems to be suitable to formalize the vague properties. This,together with the model theory of FLn, provides proper means for the development of the theory ofgranularity and is general enough to apture a quite wide variety of granules.In this paper, we will demonstrate some of the power of FLn. It may be stated that most oneptsof fuzzy set theory, i.e. all the fundamental ones and also fuzzy IF-THEN rules, generalized modusponens, fuzzy equality, fuzzy quantities, as well as (fuzzy) rough (fuzzy) sets, and some other ones an beexpliated using FLn. The reason is that FLn is a formal logial theory generalizing lassial logi and itis based on  Lukasiewiz struture of truth values, possibly extended by some other ontinuous t-norms.This struture, however, stands beyond all the above mentioned onepts.The theory of granularity is now being elaborated by many authors, e.g. using the theory of roughsets, information systems, and others. In this paper, we put forth the idea to develop it using very strongmeans of formal fuzzy logi. Sine the paper is an introdutory one, some ideas are quite fresh and thus,not fully elaborated so far. Therefore, it may be expeted that some of the de�nitions may be modi�edin the future along with the development of the theory.2 PreliminariesAs mentioned, we deal in this paper with fuzzy logi in narrow sense with evaluated syntax presentedextensively in [9℄. The set of truth values is supposed to form the  Lukasiewiz MV-algebraL = hL;_;^;
;!;0;1i:Our notation is due to [9℄, whih is based on the notation proposed by J. R. Shoen�eld in [11℄. We willwork with �rst-order fuzzy logi with funtional symbols. Its language is denoted by J . In this paper, wewill, moreover, suppose that J is many-sorted. However, beause of great omplexity of the formalismwe will try to on�ne our explanation to one sort only whenever possible.Formulas and terms are de�ned in a usual way. The onnetives are ___ (disjuntion), rrr ( Lukasiewizdisjuntion), ^̂̂ (onjuntion), &&& ( Lukasiewiz onjuntion), ))) (impliation) and ::: (negation). The setof all the well-formed formulas for the language J is denoted by FJ and the set of all the losed termsby MJ . Reall that aÆA where a 2 L and A 2 FJ is an evaluated formula. Moreover, the language J issupposed to ontain logial onstants aaa being names of all the truth values a 2 L. We write >;? insteadof the logial onstants 111;000, respetively. 3



Let A(x1; : : : ; xn) be a formula and t1; : : : ; tn be terms substitutable into A for the variables x1; : : : ; xn,respetively. Then Ax1;:::;xn [t1; : : : ; tn℄ is an instane of A resulting from it when replaing all the freeourrenes of the variables x1; : : : ; xn by the respetive terms t1; : : : ; tn.A fuzzy theory T is a fuzzy set of formulas T �� FJ given by the triple T = hLAx; SAx; Ri whereLAx �� FJ is a fuzzy set of logial axioms, SAx �� FJ is a fuzzy set of speial axioms and R is a set ofinferene rules whih inludes the rules modus ponens (rMP ), generalization (rG) and logial onstantintrodution (rLC). If T is a fuzzy theory then its language is denoted by J(T ).We will usually de�ne a fuzzy theory only by the fuzzy set of its speial axioms, i.e. we writeT = faÆA j : : :g (1)understanding that a > 0 in (1) and A is a speial axiom of T .The semantis is de�ned in by generalization of the lassial semantis of prediate logi. The struturefor the language J is V = hV; fV ; : : : ; PV ; : : : ; uV ; : : :i (2)where fV : V n �! V are n-ary funtions�) on V assigned to the funtional symbols f 2 J , PV �� V n aren-ary fuzzy relations on V assigned to the prediate symbols P 2 J and uV 2 V are designated elementsassigned to the objet onstants u 2 J . If the onrete symbols fV ; PV ; uV ; : : : are unimportant for theexplanation then we will simplify (2) only to V = hV; : : :i.If t is a term of the language J then V(t) = v 2 V is an element being interpretation of t. To interpretthe formula A(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 FJ , we must assign elements of V to its free variables. We either temporarilyextend the language J into the language J(V) = J[fv j v 2 V gwhere v are new names for all the elementsof V , i.e. if v 2 J(V) is a name of v 2 V then V(v) = v and then V(Ax1;:::;xn [v1; : : : ;vn℄) 2 L is aninterpretation of A obtained after assignment of the elements v1; : : : ; vn 2 V to the respetive free variablesx1; : : : ; xn. The alternative way is to write this assignment expliitly, i.e. V(A(v1=x1; : : : ; vn=xn)) 2 L isan interpretation of A equivalent to the previous one.We say that the struture V is a model of the fuzzy theory T and write V j= T if SAx(A) � V(A)holds for every formula A 2 FJ(T ).The onept of the provability degree as a generalization of the lassial provability T `a A and truthdegree T j=a A an be introdued (for the preise de�nitions and a lot of properties of them | see [9℄).Let us stress that the provability degree oinides with the truth due to the ompleteness theorem.Theorem 1 (Completeness) T `a A i� T j=a Aholds for every formula A 2 FJ and every onsistent fuzzy theory T .The satisfation fuzzy relation of A(x1; : : : ; xn) in the struture V isAV = �aÆhv1; : : : vni �� a = V(A[v1; : : : ;vn℄); v1; : : : ; vn 2 V 	 �� V n: (3)Let T be a fuzzy theory and � �� J(T ) be a fuzzy set of formulas. Then the extension of T by thespeial axioms from � is a fuzzy theory T 0 = T[� given by the fuzzy set of speial axioms SAx0 = SAx[�.The extension T 0 is onservative if T 0 `a A implies T `a A for every formula A 2 J(T ).A formula A is risp in a fuzzy theory T ifT ` A___:::A: (4)Then in every model V j= T either V(A) = 1 or V(A) = 0. However, note that (4) does not imply thateither T ` A or T ` :::A.The fuzzy equivalene is a binary prediate ��� suh that the reexivity, symmetry and transitivitywith respet to &&& is provable in every fuzzy theory T . Fuzzy equality is a speial ase of fuzzy equivalenewhere the former should ful�l the standard equality axioms in the degree 1. For some further disussionon fuzzy equivalene | see [6℄. A speial ase of fuzzy equality (and, of ourse, of fuzzy equivalene)is the risp equality prediate ===, whih exept for the lassial equality axioms is supposed to ful�l therispness axiom (4).�)The arity n is, of ourse, dependent on the given symbol. However, we will not expliitly stress this.4



The following onept will play an essential role in this paper. Let A(x) be a formula of the (many-sorted) language J , x be a sequene of free variables of the sorts from the orresponding type �� =h�1; : : : ; �ni. Then the multiformula is a set of instanes of the evaluated formulasAhxi = �atÆAx[t℄ �� t 2M	 (5)where M = M�1 � � � � �M�n is a set of sequenes of losed terms with sorts aording to the type of x.If f : A �! R is a real funtion then f� denotes its trunation to [0; 1℄, i.e. it is the funtionf�(x) = 8><>:f(x) if f(x) 2 [0; 1℄;1 if f(x) > 1;0 if f(x) < 0:In FLn, various generalizations of most important theorems of lassial logi hold, for example exquiv-alene, equality, losure, and many others (f. [9℄).The proof of the following theorem an be found in [5℄.Theorem 2Let T be a onsistent fuzzy theory, T `a (9x)A and v 62 J(T ) be a onstant. Then the fuzzy theoryT 0 = T [ faÆAx[v℄g is a onservative extension of T .It is also easy to prove the lassial theorem on extension of a fuzzy theory by a new prediate symbol.The following lemma whose proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.1 from [9℄. will be applied inthe theory of granular omputing below.Lemma 1Let T be a onsistent fuzzy theory and S a set of losed atomi formulas suh that T `a A, a > 0, forevery A 2 S. Let the fuzzy set of speial axioms of T ful�l for every formula B and every truth valuationV : FJ(T ) �! L the following ondition: if A is an atomi subformula of B and SAx(A) � V(A) thenSAx(B) � V(B). Then there is a model V j= T suh thatV(A) = afor every A 2 S.We will lose this setion by the fuzzy logi version of the Kreig-Robinson's theorem on simultaneousonsisteny of theories, whih is very important for our further explanation. It has been proved in [7℄.Theorem 3Let T and T 0 be onsistent fuzzy theories. Then T [ T 0 is ontraditory i� there is a losed formulaA 2 FJ(T ) \ FJ(T 0) and a; b 2 L suh thatT `a A and T 0 `b :::A and a
 b > 0:3 The Conept of Granule and Basi OperationsIn this paper, we suppose to be given a many-sorted prediate language J with the sorts � = 1; : : : ; p,whih for every sort � ontains a non-empty set MJ;� of onstants. If p = 1 then we simply write MJ andFJ . Sometimes, we will also introdue funtional symbols in J . Then MJ;� is supposed to ontain all thelosed terms of J onstruted from the onstants and these symbols.3.1 The onept of granuleAs argued in Introdution, a granule is haraterized by some spei� property, a set of objets arryingit, and a haraterization of relations among the given property and, possibly, some other properties ofthe objets. However, the objets are known only when a spei� possible world is given. At the sametime, the harater of the granule remains the same independently on the possible world. This suggestsan idea to replae onrete objets from possible worlds by some abstrat ones. The latter, together withthe (given) property assigned to them form the intension of the granule.In FLn, the abstrat objets an be represented by losed terms. Thus, we may suggest the followingde�nition. 5



De�nition 1Let H(x) 2 FJ be a formula where x = hx1; : : : ; xni is an n-tuple of variables (in general, of varioussorts). Let Tg �� FJ be a onsistent fuzzy theory. Theng = hH; Tgi (6)is a granule of the type H(x) where H is a multiformula (5) (i.e. a set of evaluated formulas)H = fhtÆHx[t℄ j t 2MJ;�1 � � � � �MJ;�n ; Tg `ht Hx[t℄g: (7)The essential part of this de�nition is the multiformulaH. This is the holder of the main harateristisof the granule | the property as well as the objets arrying it. The former is represented by the formulaH(x) and the latter are abstrat ones represented by n-tuples t of losed terms. Eah set of abstratobjets t, whih forms the granule, possesses the property H in a ertain degree taken from the set oftruth values L.The fuzzy theory Tg haraterizes the struture of the granule, i.e. it formally haraterizes both theproperty H as well as its relation to other properties. We will all Tg the shema of the granule g. If gis a granule then we will sometimes write J(g) for its language instead of J(Tg).For simpliity, we will in the sequel deal with granules of the type being a formula H(x) with onevariable x of some de�nite sort (provided that onsidering more sorts is unneessary). Generalization tomore sorts is in suh ases left to the reader.Depending on the type of H(x), we will all the granule g as follows:(i) g is of atomi type if H(x) is an atomi formula,(ii) g is of ompound type if H(x) is a ompound formula.3.2 Extension of granulesThe extension of the granule is a fuzzy set of objets in some possible world (i.e. a model of Tg).De�nition 2Let g = hH; Tgi be a granule of the type H(x) and V j= Tg be a modelV = hfV� j � = 1; : : : ; pg; : : :iof the fuzzy theory Tg. Then the extension of g in V is the satisfation fuzzy relation (3)V(g) = HV �� V p� : (8)Obviously, if the type of the granule g is a formula with one variable H(x) then (8) beomes a fuzzyset V(g) = nV(H(v=x))Æv��� v 2 V o �� V: (9)Let V(g) and V 0(g) be two extensions of the same granule g. IfV(g) � V 0(g)then V(g) is �ner than V 0(g) (the latter is oarser than the former).The extension V(g) of the granule g = hH; Tgi is limit ifV(Hx[t℄) = V(g)(v) = ht (10)holds for every v = V(t) 2 V and t 2MJ where ht is the provability degree of Tg `ht Hx[t℄, i.e. it is theevaluation in of Hx[t℄ in the evaluated formula htÆHx[t℄ 2 H.Note that the limit extension need not exist. However, the following theorem holds.Theorem 4Let g be a granule of the atomi typeH(x). Let for every formulaB ontaining instanesHx[t1℄; : : : ; Hx[tm℄of H as subformulas, the fuzzy set of speial axioms SAxg ful�l the following ondition: if V is a truthevaluation suh that V(Hx[ti℄) = hti , i = 1; : : : ;m, then SAxg(B) � V(B). Then g has a limit extension.6



proof: Let V j= Tg be a model. Let us modify it into a truth valuation V 0 by putting V 0(Hx[ti℄) = hti ,i = 1; : : : ;m. This an be done beause Hx[ti℄ are losed instanes of the atomi formula. Then V 0 is amodel of Tg.Indeed, if B ontains as subformula no instane Hx[t℄ of H then V 0(B) = V(B) � SAxg(B). Otherwise,SAxg(B) � V 0(B) by the assumption on SAxg . This model gives the limit extension V 0(g) in the senseof (10). 2The terms t determine, in a ertain sense, the \preision" of the intension of the granule. This meansthat they are representatives of some \well seleted" objets in arbitrary possible world. It should beour aim to selet them so that eah extension of the granule well haraterized in the best possible way.However, so far it is not lear what riteria should be hosen and thus, we leave this as an open question.3.3 Relations among granulesDe�nition 3A granule g0 = hH; Tg0i is a variation of g = hH; Tgi if J(Tg) = J(Tg0) and they have the same typeH(x). The variation is brighter (darker) if ht � h0t (ht � h0t) for every t 2 MJ . A variation g0 whih isboth darker as well as brighter than g is idential variation of g.Note that even if g0 is idential variation of g, it may still happen that Tg 6= Tg0 .Lemma 2Let J(Tg) = J(Tg0) and g0 = hH; Tg0i, g = hH; Tgi have the same type H(x). If the fuzzy theories Tgand Tg0 are equivalent then the variations g and g0 are idential. If Tg0 is an extension of Tg then g0 isbrighter than g.proof: This is a diret onsequene of the de�nition of equivalene (and extension) of fuzzy theories.2Reall that the elements of H in (6) are evaluated formulas. Thene, a funtion f : H �! H0 meansthat f(hÆH) is some evaluated formula h0ÆH 0. On the other hand, to simplify the notation, and ifthe misunderstanding may not threaten from the ontext, we may also write f(H) to mean the formulaf(H) = H 0 only, thus forgetting the evaluations. This abuse of notation is used in the following de�nition.De�nition 4Let g; g0 be granules of the types H(x); H 0(y), respetively. The homomorphism f : g �! g0 is a funtionf : H �! H0 (11)suh that f(htÆHx[t℄) = h0sÆH 0y[s℄ for eah term t 2MJ and some term s 2M 0J and, moreover,Tg `a Hx[t1℄))) Hx[t2℄ implies Tg0 `b f(Hx[t1℄) ))) f(Hx[t2℄); a � bfor all terms t1; t2 2MJ .If f and f�1 are homomorphisms then f is an isomorphism.Let g1 = hH1; Tg1i and g2 = hH2; Tg2i be granules. We say that they are omposable if the fuzzytheory Tg1 [ Tg2 is onsistent.Note the following: let g1; g2 and at the same time g2; g3 be omposable granules. Then g1; g3 neednot be omposable.Let J be a language, MJ the set of all losed terms and �n � FJ a set of all formulas with n-freevariables. For every formula H(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 �n, every onsistent fuzzy theory Tg �� FJ determines agranule hH; Tgi. On the other hand, given a single fuzzy theory Tg, eah H(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 �n determinesa granule hH; Tgi. Thus for every onsistent Tg �� FJ we putGJ (�n; Tg) = fhH; Tgi j H(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 �ng: (12)Furthermore, we de�ne GJ (�n) = [fGJ(�n; Tg) j Tg �� FJ is onsistentg (13)GJ(Tg) = [fGJ(�n; Tg) j n 2 N+ ;�n � FJg (14)7



(N+ = N � f0g). Finally, the set of all granules of the language J isGJ = [fGJ(�n) j n 2 N+g (15)The granule g = hH; Tgi is saturated if H onsists of the evaluated formulas 1ÆHx[t℄ only, i.e. ifTg ` Hx[t℄for every t 2M)J .The granule g is negative if it is of the type :::H(x). A granule g0 = hH0; Tg0i is a negation ofg = hH; Tgi if g is of the type H(x), g0 is of the type :::H(x) and:aÆ:::Hx[t℄ 2 H0 i� aÆHx[t℄ 2 H:We will write :g for the negation of g.A granule g = hH; Tgi is imaginary if 0ÆHx[t℄ 2 H for all t 2MJ ; otherwise it is real.Lemma 3A granule g is imaginary i� :g is saturated. If Tg is a omplete fuzzy theory then every GJ (�n; Tg) islosed with respet to negation of granules.3.4 Operations on granules3.4.1 Internal operation on granulesInternal operation is de�ned on spei� granules in the language J with the risp equality prediate ===.This operation is based on extension of some operation de�ned on terms to formulas. Its motivationstems from the extension priniple de�ned in fuzzy set theory, whih an be expliated as a speial aseof our de�nition. We will de�ne it for binary operation and formulas with two variables. Of ourse,arbitrary generalization is possible.Let H(x; y), K(x; y), N(x; y) be formulas and t1; t2 2 MJ be losed terms. Let ? 2 Jg be a binaryfuntional symboly).In general, of ourse, we an replae variables in the formulas by arbitrary terms but this does notlead to any onnetion of the above formulas. Suh a onnetion must be established by a speial axiom,whih we will all the axiom of extension:(Ext) 1Æ((x === u1 ? u2) ))) ((y === v1 ? v2) ))) (H(u1; v1) ^̂̂ K(u2; v2)))) N(x; y))))where x; u1; u2; y; v1; v2 are variables.De�nition 5Let g1 = hH; Tg1i and g2 = hK; Tg2i be omposable granules of the types H(t1; y) and K(t2; y), respe-tively where t1; t2 are losed terms. Let Tg = Tg1 [ Tg2 [ fExtg be a new fuzzy theory and t0 be a losedterm suh that Tg ` t0 === t1 ? t2. Then the internal operation ? on the granules g1 and g2 is the granuleg = g1 ? g2 = hN; Tgi (16)of the type N(t0; y) wherehsÆNx;y[t0; s℄ 2 N i� Tg `hs Nx;y[t0; s℄ and Tg ` s === s1 ? s2 (17)where s1 2MJ and s2 2MJ are (losed) terms.Theorem 5 (Extension priniple)Let g1; g2 be granules of the types H(t1; y) and K(t2; y), respetively and g1 ?g2 be the internal operationin the sense of De�nition 5. Then for every s 2MJ ,Tg `hs N(t1 ? t2; s) where hs �_fhs1 ^ ks2 j s1; s2 2MJ ; Tg ` s = s1 ? s2g: (18)y)In the sequel, we will use in�x notation, i.e. we will write x ? y instead ?(x; y).8



proof: By the assumption, Tg ` t0 === t1?t2. Sine Tg is extension of both Tg1 and Tg2 , we have Tg `h0s1H(t1; s1) and Tg `k0s2 K(t2; s2) where h0s1 � hs1 as well as k0s2 � ks2 (hs1 , ks1 are the orrespondingprovability degrees of H(t1; s1) and K(t2; s2) in H and K, respetively). Then Tg `h0s1^k0s2 H(t1; s1) ^̂̂K(t2; s2) an be proved.Let s 2MJ and Tg ` s = s1 ? s2 for some s1; s2. We onsider the proofw := Æt0 = t1 ? t2 fassumptiong; dÆs = s1 ? s2 fassumptiong;: : : ;1Æ((t0 === t1 ? t2) ))) ((s === s1 ? s2)))) (H(t1; s1) ^̂̂ K(t2; s2) ))) N(t0; s))))f(Ext), substitutiong; : : : ; 
 dÆH(t1; s1) ^̂̂ K(t2; s2)))) N(t0; s)) frMP g;hÆH(t1; s1) ^̂̂ K(t2; s2) fa proof of H(t1; s1) ^̂̂ K(t2; s2)g;
 d
 hÆN(t0; s) frMP gwhere ; d are values of some proofs of t0 = t1 ? t2 and s === s1 ? s2, respetively, the suprema of both areequal to 1. Similarly, h is a value of some proof of H(t1; s1) ^̂̂ K(t2; s2), respetively, the supremum ofwhih is equal to h0s1 ^ k0s2 . Consequently, the supremum of the values of all the proofs w taken over allproofs of t0 = t1?t2, s === s1?s2 and H(t1; s1)^̂̂K(t2; s2) is equal to h0s1^k0s2 . Beause, h0s1^k0s2 � hs1^ks2 ,we onlude thaths �_fh0s1 ^ k0s2 j s1; s2 2MJ suh that Tg ` s = s1 ? s2g ��_fhs1 ^ ks2 j s1; s2 2MJ ; Tg ` s = s1 ? s2g: 2Note that (18) is, in fat, the extension priniple introdued in fuzzy set theory by L. A. Zadeh. Here, ithas been dedued on the basis of purely logial assumptions. The question raises, under whih onditionsthe inequality in (18) an be replaed by equality (as is atually done in the extension priniple).The internal operation on granules is introdued for dealing with terms and thus, it is suitable formore spei� kinds of granules. When onsidering a fuzzy theory Tg ontaining, e.g. the axioms oflassial group, ring or �eld theory, then the following operations on granules take senseg1 + g2; g1 � g2; g1=g2;et. If the type H(x; y) is the fuzzy equality/similarity then the extensions of the granules beome fuzzyquantities (or fuzzy numbers) and the internal operation leads to the well known operations on them.3.4.2 External operation on granulesWhile the internal operation on granules is based on funtional symbols, the external one is based onlogial onnetives. We again suppose that the language J is unique for the granules in onern.De�nition 6Let g1 = hH1; Tg1i and g2 = hH2; Tg2i be omposable granules of the types H1(x), H2(y), respetively.Let 2 be a (binary) logial onnetive. Then the external operation on g1; g2 is the granuleg12g2 = hH; Tgi (19)where Tg � Tg1 [ Tg2 andhtsÆHx;y[t; s℄ 2 H i� Hx;y[t; s℄ := H1;x[t℄2H2;y[s℄ and Tg `hts Hx;y[t; s℄: (20)The fuzzy theory Tg is supposed to extend both Tg1 , Tg2 sine when joining the granules, we may demandsome more properties to be ful�lled, i.e. we may add some further axioms.An example of the external operation may be the granule interpretation of the fuzzy IF-THEN rulesare granules obtained by one of the external operationsg1))) g2 or g1 ^̂̂ g2:The internal and external operations an be ombined into a omplex operationg1 ?;2 g2: (21)The de�nition of (21) is obvious. 9



3.5 Motion of granulesLet GJ be a set of all granules over the language J . Let the set of all losed terms of J be MJ . It ispossible to de�ne distane of granules as follows.De�nition 7Let g1 = hH1; Tg1i 2 G and g2 = hH2; Tg2i 2 G be omposable granules. Then their distane � : G2 �![0; 1℄ is given by the formula�(g1; g2) = :^ft j Tg1 [ Tg2 `t H1;x[t℄ ,,, H2;x[t℄; t 2MJg: (22)The following follows from the properties of FLn and  Lukasiewiz algebra.Lemma 4The distane � : GJ (Tg) �! L in (22) is a pseudometris on the set GJ(Tg).De�nition 8Let � � R be a set of real numbers.(i) The funtion ' : � �! GJ (23)is a granular time series. We will write fg�g�2�:(ii) Let � = [a; b℄ � R. The granular time series is ontinuous on � if to every " > 0 there is Æ > 0suh that j�1 � �2j < Æ implies �('(�1); '(�1)) = �(g�1 ; g�2) < " (24)for every �1; �2 2 �, provided that the distane �(g�1 ; g�2) is de�ned on '(Æ).Note that the de�nition of ontinuity of granular time series does not enompass only in�nitesimalhanges of the provability degrees ht(�) in the evaluated formulas htÆHx[t℄(�) 2 H(�) but also \in�nites-imal hanges" of the formulas Hx[t℄ themselves | in the sense that we take the formulas Hx[t℄(�1) andHx[t℄(�2) to be \almost the same" ifTg `d Hx[t℄(�1) ,,, Hx[t℄(�2); d > 1� ":This opens the potential for modeling of the development (growth).4 Some Examples of GranulesWe have already mentioned that the set of truth values of FLn, whih is the  Lukasiewiz algebra an beextended by arbitrary, in general n-ary operations, provided that they keep the equivalene (we say thatthey are logially �tting | for the details see [9℄). Mathematially this means that the operations mustbe Lipshitz ontinuous. We will be areful in suh extension, admitting it only when it turns out to beuseful.A signi�ant strengthening of FLn an be obtained by introduing the ordinary produt of reals asinterpretation of an additional onnetive. This will extend its ability to serve in the intensional theoryof granular omputing and, in some sense loses FLn with respet to all ontinuous t-norms (due to therepresentation theorem | see, e.g., [2℄).We, therefore, introdue a new onnetive &&&P 2 J and the following logial axioms:De�nition 9Let A1; A2; B1; B2 be formulas. Then the following evaluated formulas are new logial axioms.(P1) 1Æ((A1 ,,, B1)&&&(A2 ,,, B2) ))) ((A1&&&P A2),,, (B1&&&P B2)))(P2) Book-keeping axiom for produt:1Æ((aaa&&&P bbb) ,,, (aaa � bbb))where aaa � bbb denotes the logial onstant (atomi formula) for the truth value a � b when a and b aregiven. 10



(P3) 1Æ(A&&&P B))) A)(P4) 1Æ(A&&&B))) A&&&P B)This axiom sheme is probably redundant but we need not preise axiomatis in this paper. It an bedemonstrated that the new FLn preserves the ompleteness property.4.1 Fundamental granuleOne of the onepts whih plays fundamental role in our onsiderations on linguisti semantis, and alsoin nonstandard mathematization of the onept of in�nity is that of horizon (f. [13℄). In FLn, we willmodel it within a speial fuzzy theory. Therefore, we will onsider a unary horizon prediate L modelingthe idea of horizon running out from the observer. The truth of the fat that the given element is insidehorizon diminishes with the inrease of the distane from the observer. Hene, we need formalization ofdistane and also ordering of elements. The role of elements is taken on abstrat level by losed terms.Let us note that the motivation for introdution of this granule is the well known sorites paradox(heap) and its mathematization within FLn (f. [9℄, Setion 4.3.9).We introdue the fuzzy theory TF haraterizing the properties of horizon. Its language J(TF) is thefollowing: J(TF) = fD;�;===; L;u0;u1g (25)where D is a binary prediate of distane, � is a risp binary ordering prediate and === is the rispequality prediate.Let us now onstrut a fuzzy theory TF. The speial axioms (mostly taken in the degree 1) are thefollowing: three axioms for the distane(D1) 1Æ(D(x; x) ,,, ?),(D2) 1Æ(D(x; y) ,,, D(y; x)),(D3) 1Æ(D(x; z) ))) D(x; y)rrrD(y; z)).Furthermore, we suppose that the risp ordering � ful�ls the ordinary axioms of reexivity, antisym-metry and transitivity (in the degree 1) and rispness (4).The following are axioms for the terms and horizon.(H1) 1Æ(8y)((u0 � y) ^̂̂ (y � u1))The element u0 is the smallest and u1 is the largest one.(H2) 1ÆLx[u0℄(H3) 1Æ:::Lx[u1℄(H4) 1Æ(x � y) ))) (L(y) ))) L(x))In words: The farther lays an objet, the less it is true that it lays inside the horizon.(H5) 1Æ((x � y)&&&(y � z)&&&(D(x; y) ,,, D(y; z)))))) ((L(x) ))) L(y))2 ,,, (L(x) ))) L(z)))In words: If the distane between x and y is the same as the distane between y and z then thedegree of impliation of L(x) ))) L(y) is half of L(x) ))) L(z).(H6) 1Æ(8x)(8z)(9y)(x � z))) (x � y&&& y � z&&&(D(x; y) ,,, D(y; z))))In words: For all x and z there is y, whih is exatly between them.It follows from (H1) and (H5) thatTF ` (D(u0; y),,, D(y;u1)) ))) (L(y)2 ,,, ?): (26)>From (H6) we get TF ` (9y)(u0 � y&&& y � u1&&&(D(u0; y),,, D(y;u1))): (27)Using Theorem 2 we an extend the theory TF onservatively into the theory TF0:5 by a onstant u0:5 andfrom (26) and (27) we get TF0:5 ` L(u0:5)2 ,,, ?11



whih, using the ompleteness theorem, givesTF0:5 `0:5 L(u0:5):Similarly we an ontinue for the elements between u0 and u0:5, the latter and u1, et.This proedure enables us to extend the fuzzy theory TF by onstants ub orresponding to all thedyadi numbers d 2 [0; 1℄. This is the basis for the proof of the following theorem.Theorem 6Let a 2 [0; 1℄. Then there is a onservative extension TFa by a onstant ua 62 J(TF) suh thatTFa `:a L(ua):Corollary 1The fuzzy theory TF an be onservatively extended by onstants fua j a 2 [0; 1℄g into a fuzzy theoryT F0 so that TF0 `:a L(ua); a 2 [0; 1℄:On the basis of this orollary, we will assume that TF is the above de�ned fuzzy theory and thatits language J(TF) ontains all the onstants fua j a 2 [0; 1℄g. The fundamental granule haraterizinghorizon is thus the granule of the type L(x) g = hL; TFi (28)where :aÆL(ua) 2 L, a 2 [0; 1℄.4.2 Evaluating linguisti expressions as granulesThe fundamental granule and its fuzzy theory an be used for de�nition of the granules orrespondingto the meaning of the evaluating linguisti expressions, i.e. expressions suh as \very small, more or lessmedium, roughly big", et. whih are onsidered in many appliations of fuzzy logi. More about theirlinguisti theory an be found in [9℄, Chapter 6.We will onstrut the fuzzy theory TEV whose language J(TEV) isJ(TEV) = J(TF) [ f�gwhere � is a speial unary funtional symbol for order-reversing automorphism, and add to J(TEV)axioms for its behaviour (f. [4℄).The linguisti hedges (\very, signi�antly, more or less, roughly", et.) an be in our logial theoryrepresented by speial formulas. Instead of writing them expliitly, we will represent them (in this paper)by the quadrati funtion �� : [0; 1℄ de�ned by��(x) = (�x2 + k1x� k2)� (29)where k1; k2 are suitable onstants. Di�erent subsripts � orrespond to various settings of k1; k2 andthus, in our theory, �� interprets spei� linguisti hedges inluding the empty one (i.e. the expressions\small, medium, big" are spei� ases of the more omplex ontaining the above mentioned hedges) .We will use speial shorts for these formulas, namely ����(A).Finally we introdue the following shorts of formulas, whih an also be understood as new prediatesymbols: M�Sm(x) :=����(L(x)) (30)M�Bi(x) :=����(L(�(x))) (31)M�Me(x) :=����(:::L(x) ^̂̂ :::L(�(x))) (32)and using them, we omplete TEV by the following fuzzy sets of axiomsn��(0 _ �a )ÆM�Smx[ua℄ j a 2 [0; 1℄o ; (33)n��(0 _ a�1� )ÆM�Bix[ua℄) j a 2 [0; 1℄o ; (34)n��(1 ^ a ^ 1�a1� )ÆM�Mex[ua℄��� a 2 [0; 1℄o (35)where u,  2 (0; 1), is a onstant representing some entral point.Using Theorem 6 and the ompleteness theorem, we an prove:12



Theorem 7 TEV `d(a) M�Smx[ua℄; d(a) = ���0 _ � a � (36)TEV `d(a) M�Bix[ua℄; d(a) = ���0 _ a� 1� � (37)TEV `d(a) M�Mex[ua℄; d(a) = ���1 ^ a ^ 1� a1� � (38)for all linguisti hedges M� and a 2 [0; 1℄.Hene, the granules representing the meaning of evaluating linguisti expressions are the following.(i) The granule for the meaning of all the linguisti expressions of the form \hlinguisti hedgei small"is gM�Small = hM�Sm; TEVi (39)where, for all a 2 [0; 1℄, d(a)ÆM�Smx[ua℄ 2M�Sm and d(a) is that from (36).(ii) Similarly, the granule for the linguisti expressions \hlinguisti hedgei big" isgM�Big = hM�Bi; TEVi (40)where, for all a 2 [0; 1℄, d(a)ÆM�Bix[ua℄ 2M�Bi and d(a) is that from (37).(iii) The granule for the linguisti expressions \hlinguisti hedgei medium" isgM�Medium = hM�Me; TEVi (41)where, for all a 2 [0; 1℄, d(a)ÆM�Mex[ua℄ 2M�Me and d(a) is that from (38).Let gEV denote any of the granules (39){(41) and, for short, let us write EV for its intension. Thenthe granules orresponding to fuzzy IF-THEN rules aregIF�THEN = hgEV;1))) gEv;2; T ITi (42)where T IT = TEV [ fEV1 ))) EV2g and EV1 ))) EV2 ontains all the evaluated formulas(d1(a) ! d2(a))Æ(Ev1;x[u1;a℄ ))) Ev2;x[u2;a℄) 2 EV1 ))) EV2(and, of ourse, also all the other instanes for all the losed terms formed by ua and the automorphismsymbol �).4.3 Fuzzy quantitiesFuzzy quantities are typial granules, whih are determined by some fuzzy equivalene/equality relation.They an be thus seen as fuzzy sets of elements \fuzzy equal" to some entral one.Exept for fuzzy equivalene, we may add other prediates and operations, suh as ordering, groupoperations, et. In this paper, we will assume only ordering. The fuzzy quantity will thus be onstrutedfrom two parts, separately left and right ones.We will onstrut the fuzzy theory for fuzzy quantities TFQ whose language isJ(TFQ) = f���;�gwhere � is the risp binary ordering prediate and ��� the binary prediate for fuzzy equivalene (or evenfuzzy equality). In general, we may suppose that J(TFQ) ontains more fuzzy equivalenes.By introduing analogous axioms as for the ase of fundamental granule in Setion 4.1 and by �xinga onstant w, we obtain the fuzzy quantity granule of the type w ��� xgw = hHw; TFQiwhere Hw = f:aÆw ��� ula;:bÆw ��� urb j a; b 2 [0; 1℄g: (43)The ula, urb are ouples of new onstants onservatively extending the original fuzzy theory to obtain thefuzzy theory TFQ. 13



4.4 Clusters based on extensions of granulesCluster analysis is quite well developed disipline, the result of whih is grouping of objets into lusters (inour ase, fuzzy sets of objets) aording to some onept of distane (or similarity). The data, however,are in most ases not only tables of bare numbers but some additional information about properties whihled to them is known. We suggest an idea that lusters may be obtained on the basis of extension(s) ofgranules.Let us onsider some data onsisting of p objets o1; : : : ; op, where eah oi-th objet is given by anm-tuple of elements ui;j 2 Vj , j = 1; : : : ;m, i.e.objet P1(x1) . . . Pm(xm)o1 u11 : : : um1... ... ... ...op up1 : : : upmEah olumn of the data is, in pratie, result of measuring of some harateristis of the objets oi.The measurements are taken from sets Vj , j = 1; : : : ;m, whih may be understood as supports of some(m-sorted) possible world V = hfVj j j = 1; : : : ;mg; : : :i:This possible world should be a model of some fuzzy theory T . The problem is how to determineit. Sine the olumns represent ertain harateristis of the objets, we may suppose that they arerepresented by some atomi formulas P1(x1); : : : ; Pm(xm). These are the grounds for determination ofT . Of ourse, to be able to do this, we must have some more information at disposal. However, this isoften the ase. One possible solution is the following.The measurements may be (and in most ase indeed are) the results of measuring of some physialharateristis suh as length, strength, temperature, et. Thus, they an be evaluated using the abovedesribed evaluating linguisti expressionsy). Then the point of departure will the the fuzzy theory TEV.The problem of �nding lusters of objets an thus be redued to de�nition of some spei� formulaC(P1; : : : ; Pm), �nding model and then forming lusters of the above objets on the basis of this. Torealize this proedure, the granules for linguisti expressions an be e�etively used. Beause of the lakof spae, we will in detail present this idea in some other paper.4.5 Pitures onsisting of set of pixels as granulesThis is a spei� kind of granule in the languageJ = fP; fuij j i = 1; : : : ;m; j = 1; : : : ; nggwhere P is a unary prediate symbol representing a property \the given plae shines" and uij is a set ofterms representing plaes. Then the evaluated formulahijÆPx[uij ℄is a pixel shining with the intensity hij 2 [0; 1℄. The fuzzy theory Tg may represent a given piture withthe fuzzy set of axioms SAxg = P whereP = fhijÆPx[uij ℄ j i = 1; : : : ;m; j = 1; : : : ; ngand thus, the orresponding granule is simply g = hP; Tgi:Extensions V(g) of this granule an be understood as various versions of \distorted" piture. The limitextension is the \perfet" piture. This may be applied, e.g. for the pattern pre-reognition (f. [10℄),i.e. preliminary heking of the piture and to identify some substantial harateristis on the basis ofwhih it an be deided whether the piture should be analyzed more arefully or be dismissed. Moreompliated pitures lead to assoiations | see the next setion.y)Note that we, in fat, evaluate them by terms of some linguisti variable.14



5 Granules and AssoiationsGranules haraterize one spei� part of the world determined on the basis of one property | formallyrepresented by the type of the granule H(x). In the reality, however, granules form more omplexphenomena, whih we will all assoiations. Examples of assoiations are \piture, forest, Sun, soiety",and many others.De�nition 10Given the granules g1; : : : ; gm. Let J be a language suh that J � J(g1) [ � � � [ J(gm), MJ be its set oflosed terms. The assoiation formed by the granules g1 = hH1; Tg1i; : : :, gm = hHm; Tgmi is a oupleA(g1; : : : ; gm) = hH; Tgi (44)where Tg � Tg1 [ � � � [ Tgm is a onsistent fuzzy theory of the language J and H is a set of evaluatedformulas of the form htÆ m̂i=1hi;t 6=0 Hi;x[t℄ (45)where ht is the provability degree of Tg `ht m̂i=1hi;t 6=0 Hi;x[t℄provided, that the onjuntion is non-empty. Otherwise we set ht = 0 and then (45) does not belong toH. We will denote the formulas from (45) byH [t℄ := m̂i=1hi;t 6=0 Hi;x[t℄:Note that H[t℄ is a onjuntion of formulas seleted from the list H1;x[t℄; : : : ; Hm;x[t℄ where Hi;x[t℄ is amember of the onjuntion only in the ase when hi;t 6= 0.Analogously to the ase of granules, we an introdue sets of assoiations in the �xed language JAsJ (m;�n; Tg), AsJ (�n; Tg), AsJ (m;�n) and AsJ (m;Tg), AsJ(�n), AsJ (Tg) and, �nally, the set of allassoiations AsJ = [fAsJ(�n; Tg) j m;n 2 N+ ;�n � FJ ; Tg �� FJ is onsistentg: (46)On the basis of that, we an introdue time series of assoiationsfA�g�2�where A� 2 AsJ .It is possible to de�ne distane between assoiations whih is a pseudometris on AsJ(Tg) in a wayanalogous to granules. On the basis of this the onept of ontinuous times series of assoiations an beintrodued. This opens potential for modeling of growth of more omplex systems using means of fuzzylogi (e.g. the development of fae, et.).6 ConlusionIn this paper, we presented a new idea how the onept of granule, originally introdued by L. A. Zadeh,an be formally modeled and the theory of omputing with granules an be developed in fuzzy logi. Fromthe formal point of view, granules are spei� parts of fuzzy theories of the fuzzy logi in narrow sensewith evaluated syntax. This is based on  Lukasiewiz algebra of truth values extended by the produt.We have introdued the onepts intension and extension of granules, internal and external operationson them, various kinds of relations, motion of granules. The paper also presents onstrution how someimportant examples of granules an be onstruted.The paper should be onsidered as introdutory one and so, we have only outlined the way how thetheory an be developed. At any ase, an extensive area for researh is opened. We have demonstrated away, how formal logial means an be utilized for modeling of phenomena, whih till now have been outof reah of logi at all. 15
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